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Moon was formed before Earth: study

This is the first model that can match the pattern of the Moon’s composition.   | Photo Credit: AP

The Moon may have emerged from a massive, donut-shaped cloud of a vapourised rock called
synestia, rather than being spun out of the aftermath of a collision, a study suggests.

“Over time, the whole structure shrinks, and the Moon emerges from the vapour. Eventually, the
whole synestia condenses and what’s left is a ball of spinning liquid rock that eventually forms the
Earth as we know it today.” said Simon Lock, a graduate student at Harvard University in the US.
The whole process happens remarkably fast, with the Moon emerging from the synestia in just a
few tens of years, and the Earth forming about 1,000 years later, he said.

“The commonly accepted theory as to how the Moon was formed is that a Mars sized body
collided with the proto-Earth and spun material into orbit,” “That mass settled into a disk and later
accreted to form the Moon. The body that was left after the impact was the Earth. This has been
the canonical model for about 20 years.” According to Lock, it is a compelling story but is probably
not correct.

“Getting enough mass into orbit in the canonical scenario is actually very difficult, and there is a
very narrow range of collisions that might be able to do it,” he said. Tests have shown that the
isotopic “fingerprint” for both the Earth and Moon are nearly identical, suggesting both came from
the same source.

However, in the canonical story, the Moon formed mostly from the remnants of just one of the two
bodies that collided. Tests have shown that the Moon is far less abundant in many volatile
elements — such as potassium, sodium and copper — that are relatively common on Earth.

The scenario outlined by Lock and colleagues still begins with a massive collision, but rather than
creating a disc of rocky material, the impact creates a vapourised rock called synestia. The results
were published in Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets.

“It is huge. It can be ten times the size of the Earth, and because there is so much energy in the
collision, maybe 10 per cent of the rock of Earth is vapourised, and the rest is liquid...so the way
you form the Moon out of a synestia is very different,” Lock said. It begins with a “seed”- a small
amount of liquid rock that gathers just off the centre of the donut-like structure. As the structure
cools, vapourised rock condenses and rains down towards the centre of the synestia. Some of the
rain runs into the Moon, causing it to grow. “The rate of rain fall is about ten times that of a
hurricane on Earth,” Lock said.

“This new work explains features of the Moon that are hard to resolve with current ideas,” said
Sarah Stewart, a professor at University of California, Davis in the US. “This is the first model that
can match the pattern of the Moon’s composition.”
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What is the 'Babe Ruth effect' in Investing?

This refers to the observation that those who focus on investing in opportunities that could
potentially yield extraordinary gains eventually outperform those who focus only on investments
that yield normal returns. Although betting on high-yield investments can lead to a number of
losses, the huge profits on successful bets can easily compensate for these losses as long as the
losses are cut short immediately. It is named after the legendary American baseball player Babe
Ruth who, despite conceding a lot of strikeouts, managed to achieve a high batting average by
hitting enough home runs.
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What is a 'late converger stall' in the field of economics?

 

This refers to the phenomenon wherein a low-income country that hopes to grow into a middle- or
high-income country, after witnessing a period of high economic growth, fails to achieve its goal.
Instead, it gets trapped in its lower income status due to various reasons. Rapid growth witnessed
by such countries turns out to be the result of favourable economic conditions and hides the
structural weaknesses in those economies. Resource-rich economies generally witness high
growth during periods of increasing commodity prices, which in turn leads to hopes of sustained
economic growth. Such hopes come crashing down after commodity prices fall.
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Ambani worth tops $40 bn; Amazon’s Bezos unseats Gates to head global list

Ruling the roost:Mukesh Ambani’s net worth has soared to $40.1 billion, making him the richest
Indian for the 11th year in a row, according to Forbes.Reuters  

Mukesh Ambani’s net worth has soared to $40.1 billion, making him the richest Indian for the 11th
year in a row, while Amazon founder Jeff Bezos toppled Bill Gates as the world’s wealthiest
person, says Forbes.

According to Forbes’ 2018 ‘World’s Billionaires’ list, Reliance Industries Chairman Mukesh
Ambani’s wealth surged a whopping 72.8% to $40.1 billion (Rs. 2,60,622 crore) — highest among
the 119 Indian billionaires on the list. Mr. Ambani was ranked 19th globally, up from 33rd position
in 2017.

“Mukesh Ambani chairs and runs $51 billion [revenue] oil and gas giant Reliance Industries,
among India’s most valuable companies,” Forbes said.

‘Biggest one-year gain’

Mr. Bezos, referred to as the “Centi-billionaire”, topped the list with a net worth of $112 billion,
becoming the only person to appear in the Forbes list with a 12-figure fortune. “Shares of his e-
commerce giant Amazon rose 59% in 12 months, helping boost his fortune by $39.2 billion. It was
the biggest one year gain since Forbes started tracking billionaires in 1987,” it said.

The Amazon founder moved ahead of Bill Gates, who is now the second richest person globally
with a fortune of $90 billion.

India adds 18 billionaires

According to Forbes, India is home to 119 billionaires, 18 more than last year.

This year’s list consists of 2,043 of the richest people in the world. The combined net worth of this
elite group is a whopping $9.1 trillion, up 18% since last year. Their average net worth is a record
$4.1 billion.

Azim Premji is the second richest Indian and was ranked 58th on the overall list with a net worth of
$18.8 billion, followed by Lakshmi Mittal (62nd position, net worth of $18.5 billion), Shiv Nadar
(98th, $14.6 billion) and Dilip Shanghvi (115th, $12.8 billion).

The 10 richest Indians include Kumar Birla, ranked 127th overall with a fortune of $11.8 billion,
Uday Kotak (143, $10.7 billion), Radhakishan Damani (151, $10 billion), Gautam Adani (154, $9.7
billion) and Cyrus Poonawalla (170, $9.1 billion).

Acharya Balkrishna, the co-founder of FMCG company Patanjali Ayurved, was ranked 274th on
the list with a net worth of $6.3 billion.

“Acharya Balkrishna derives his fortune from fast-growing consumer goods giant Patanjali
Ayurved. Balkrishna owns 98.6% of the privately-held company, which he cofounded with
politically well-connected yoga guru Baba Ramdev,” Forbes said.

Meanwhile, Anil Ambani, was ranked 887th on the list with a net worth of $2.7 billion.
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Nirav Modi falls out

Indian jeweller Nirav Modi is among the drop-offs from the list, along with Papa John’s Pizza
founder John Schnatter, Christoffel Wiese of South Africa, and Saudi Arabia’s Prince Alwaleed Bin
Talal Al Saud.

Donald Trump, who became the first billionaire president in U.S. history, was ranked 766th on the
list, down from 544, with a fortune of $3.1 billion. Mr. Trump’s fortune fell $400 million since March
2017.

There were 259 newcomers, including the first ever cryptocurrency billionaires.

Forbes noted that the gap between the really rich and the merely rich continues to widen, as
fortunes soar to new heights so much so that the 20 richest people on the planet are worth a
staggering $1.2 trillion, a sum roughly equivalent to the annual economic output of Mexico.
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Oldest reptile that could detach its tail identified

Artist’s illustration of Captorhinus and its detachable tail   | Photo Credit: University of Toronto

Scientists have identified ancient reptiles dating back to 289 million years ago that could detach
their tails to escape the grasp of their predators – the oldest known example of such behaviour.

The reptiles, called Captorhinus, weighed less than two kilograms and were smaller than the
predators of the time. They were abundant in terrestrial communities during the Early Permian
period (299 to 250 million years ago) and are distant relatives of all the reptiles today.

As small omnivores and herbivores, Captorhinus and its relatives had to scrounge for food while
avoiding being preyed upon by large meat-eating amphibians and ancient relatives of mammals.
“One of the ways captorhinids could do this was by having breakable tail vertebrae,” said Aaron
LeBlanc, PhD student University of Toronto in Canada.

Like many present-day lizard species, such as skinks, that can detach their tails to escape or
distract a predator, the middle of many tail vertebrae had cracks in them. It is likely that these
cracks acted like the perforated lines between two paper towel sheets, allowing vertebrae to break
in half along planes of weakness.

“If a predator grabbed hold of one of these reptiles, the vertebra would break at the crack and the
tail would drop off, allowing the captorhinid to escape relatively unharmed,” said Robert Reisz,
professor at the University of Toronto.

Being the only reptiles with such an escape strategy may have been a key to their success,
because they were the most common reptiles of their time, and by the end of the Permian period
251 million years ago, captorhinids had dispersed across the ancient supercontinent of Pangaea.
This trait disappeared from the fossil record when Captorhinus died out; it re-evolved in lizards
only 70 million years ago.

They were able to examine more than 70 tail vertebrae — both juveniles and adults — and partial
tail skeletons with splits that ran through their vertebrae.

The study, published in the journal Scientific Reports, compared these skeletons to those of other
reptilian relatives of captorhinids, but it appears that this ability is restricted to this family of reptiles
in the Permian period. Using various paleontological and histological techniques, the authors
discovered that the cracks were features that formed naturally as the vertebrae were developing.

Interestingly, the research team found that young captorhinids had well-formed cracks, while those
in some adults tended to fuse up. This makes sense, since predation is much greater on young
individuals and they need this ability to defend themselves.
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Every year March 3 is celebrated as World Wildlife Day to raise awareness about our planet’s flora
and fauna.The Convention on International Trade in
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Cabinet approves Recommendations of Inter-Ministerial Group on Stressed Assets in Telecom
Sector
Cabinet

Cabinet approves Recommendations of Inter-Ministerial
Group on Stressed Assets in Telecom Sector

Posted On: 07 MAR 2018 7:20PM by PIB Delhi

          The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved two key
measures in telecom sector to facilitate investments, consolidation in the sector and enhancing
ease of doing business. These include restructuring the  deferred payment liabilities of spectrum
auction of telecom service providers and revising the limit of the cap for spectrum holding for
telecom service providers.

 

Details:

 

Restructuring of Deferred Payment Liabilities of telecom Service providers for
spectrum

1.

 

            By giving one-time opportunity to opt for higher number of instalment (max. 16 instalment)
apart from currently permitted 10 instalments. The increased instalment is based upon the
principle that the Net Present Value (NPV) of the Payment Due is protected as per respective
notice inviting application for auction of spectrum from 2012. The total amount received will be
higher by Rs. 74446.01 crore till 2034-35.

 

Revision of limits of cap for spectrum holding1.
 

            Based upon the recommendations of TRAI and Telecom Commission, the Cabinet also
approved the revision of limits of cap for spectrum holding as follows:-

The overall spectrum cap is revised from the current limit of 25% to 35%.●

The current intra-band cap is removed. Instead, there is a cap of 50% on the combined
spectrum holding in the sub-1 GHz bands (700 MHz, 800 MHz and 900 MHz bands).

●

There will be no cap for individual or combined spectrum holding in above 1 GHz band.●

The revised spectrum caps l imits may be revisited after Final Acts of World
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) 2019.

●

TRAI had recommended revision in the existing limits of cap for spectrum holding taking into
consideration the technological advancement, efficient use of spectrum, measures to facilitate
consolidation etc.
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Impact:

 

          With the restructuring of the deferred payment liability, the cash flow for the telecom service
providers will increase in the immediate timeframe providing them some relief.  Revising the limit
for the spectrum cap holding will facilitate consolidation of telecom licensees and may encourage
the participation in the future auction.

***
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M.P. to map ‘happiness quotient’

Just how happy are the people with their lives in Madhya Pradesh? A study, to be carried out by
the State government, will look for the answer.

The ‘happiness quotient’ of people became a global talking point when Bhutan came out with a
‘happiness index’ and linked it to development, which is otherwise based on GDP numbers. The
Shivraj Singh Chouhan-led BJP government had set up the ‘Anand Vibhag’, or the happiness
department, in 2016. Now, it is launching an exercise to interact with the people of the State and
find out how happy they were.

A premier technology institute is helping the State in this initiative, which will take months to
conclude. “We expect to get a questionnaire this month from the Indian Institute of Technology-
Kharagpur (the only institute to have a happiness centre) to measure the happiness quotient of the
State’s residents,” said Praveen Gangrade, director, Rajya Anand Sansthan, which works under
the MP happiness department. “Once we get the questionnaire, we are going to work on it to get
people’s feedback,” he said.

The government had inked a memorandum of understanding with IIT-Kharagpur in May last year
for this purpose, Rajya Anand Sansthan’s Chief Executive Officer Manohar Dubey said.

Mr. Gangrade said that they will first go through the questionnaire before starting the survey in the
next one or two months.

‘Lengthy exercise’

“It is a lengthy exercise. We have to involve an army of interviewers to reach far-flung villages to
get the feedback of different sample groups and then prepare the happiness index,” he said.
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35 infected with monkey fever in Goa

At least 35 people in Goa have tested positive for the Kyasanur Forest Disease (KFD), or the
monkey fever. All the patients are from Sattari taluka and have been provided treatment, an official
at Valpoi community health centre said.

“No death has been reported from KFD so far. Most of the cases are in Sanvorderm panchayat.
The health department has intensified its vaccination drive and distributed tick repellent oils in the
villages there,” he said.
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New species of water strider found in Nagaland

Ptilomera nagalanda  

Scientists from the Zoological Survey of India (ZSI) have discovered a new species of water strider
from Nagaland. The species, named Ptilomera nagalanda Jehamalar and Chandra, was found in
the river Intanki, Peren district.

Water striders are a group of insects adapted to life on the surface of water, using surface tension
to their advantage.

Scientists working on the water striders say that their presence serves as an indicator water of
water quality and they are found on water surface.

“Orange with black stripes on the dorsal side and a pale yellowish brown ventral part of the body,
this particular species has long slender legs and measures about 11.79 mm,” said scientist Eyarin
Jehamalar.

The presence of black stripes on the dorsal side differentiates this species from other known
species of the subgenus Ptilomera. The discovery was published in the science journal Zootaxa.

So far, only five species of water striders under the subgenus Ptilomera were known in India.

These includes Ptilomera agriodes found in peninsular India, Ptilomera assamensis found in
northeastern India, Ptilomera laticaudata, northern and northeastern India, Pltilomera occidentalis
from Uttarakhand and Ptilomera tigrina found in the Andaman islands.

With the discovery of Ptilomera nagalanda the number of species of water striders belonging to
the subgenus has increased to six.

Other than being a good indicator of water quality, water striders also play an important role in the
food chain by feeding on mosquito larvae.

There are nearly 100 species of water striders found in India across different water bodies such as
open ocean, ponds, pools, lakes, rivers, streams etc.

In fast streams

What is unique about Ptilomera is that they are only found in rocky, fast flowing streams and rivers
that are not exposed to a lot of sunlight.

Ptilomera has hair on the middle legs that help the insects resist the strong current of streams.

Water striders have three pairs of legs.

The front legs are relatively shorter than the mid and hind legs and used to catch and hold prey.
The striders possess needle-like mouth parts that are used for sucking the juice of prey.

Govt. to commission survey on air pollution sources

Sanjay Gubbi, in his book ‘Second Nature – Saving Tiger Landscapes in the Twenty-First Century’
chronicles court battles, Chief Ministerial meetings and other everyday challenges of conservation
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1st Mumbai Edition of Women of India Organic festival in Mumbai inaugurated
Ministry of Women and Child Development

1st Mumbai Edition of Women of India Organic festival in
Mumbai inaugurated

Will promote Women farmers & Entrepreneurs Engaged in
Organic Produce from across India

Posted On: 16 MAR 2018 6:15PM by PIB Mumbai

Ist Mumbai Edition of Women of India Organic Festival 2018, organised by Mahila Arthik Vikas
Mahamandal, Maharashtra and with the support of Women & Child Development Ministry,
Government of India is inaugurated in Mumbai today. This year’s theme of festival is “Good for
Women; Good for India; Good for You”

Speaking in the press conference after inauguration of festival, Juhi Chawala, brand Ambassador
of the Organic Women Festival 2018, said, “If we have to secure our next generation from
chemical products and the various diseases like cancer, High per tension, diabetes etc., we need
to adopt organic farming and organic products. Organic plants and foods are having contain higher
amounts of salicylic acid which fights bowel cancer and the hardening of arteries that leads to
heart conditions, strokes and other ailments”

 A five day festival is inaugurated by  Maharashtra  Minister for Women & Child Development Smt.
Pankaja Munde.

Addressing to the gatherings, Ms. Chawala further said that, “the festival is intended to highlight
the health & environmental advantages of organic goods, provide platform for women engaged in
production process and boost the development of sustainable & easily accessible sales outlets for
women producers from the remote corners of India”.

Smt. Nandita Mishra, Economic Advisor, Union Ministry of Women & Child Development said in
the press conference that, under the leadership of Smt. Maneka Gandhi, Union Minister of Women
& Child Development, this is the first edition after New Delhi where the Organic Festival of Women
is being celebrated. This is the platform for the millions of women and farmers to know about the
scientific information and clear their doubts. She further said that, her ministry has believe that,
such kind of festival will give boost to the grass root women and farmers. She asked women to
participate in such festivals and spread awareness about organic foods and farming information all
over the world.

Answering to the question of why organic food grains like cereals, jawar, maza are more
expensive than regular grains?, Smt. Juhi Chawala said, organic seeds are costly therefore;
further process of production become costly but in the government organic stores, all products are
available in reasonable prices. There is lack of awareness among the people about organic food
grains.  Such types of Organic stores needs to be known by the common people.

Smt Vidya Thakur, Minister of State for Women & Child Development, Smt. Indra Mallo, VCMD,
Mahila arthik Vikas Mandal, Smt, Daian Pande, Holistic Health Expert, Well Known and legendry
Cine Actor and actresses Jackey Shroff, Tanuja, and Madhu were present to the festival from cine
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Backgrounder: “Women of India Festival2018” is celebrated since 2015. This is the third year,
which is organised in the Mumbai by Mahila Arthik Vikas Mahamandal, Maharashtra. Around 500
women from all over India are participating in these 5 days event from 16 th to 20th March 2018.
The organic products include pulses, cereals, spices, cosmetics, oils, honey, pickles and
preserves, tea, organic seeds, composters, among other bio-products are available for sale.
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1st Mumbai Edition of Women of India Organic festival in Mumbai inaugurated
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PM launches development projects in Manipur, addresses public meeting
Prime Minister's Office

PM launches development projects in Manipur, addresses
public meeting

Posted On: 16 MAR 2018 5:13PM by PIB Delhi

The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, today launched development projects worth Rs. 750
crore in Manipur. He laid the Foundation Stone of the National Sports University, 1000 Anganwadi
Centres, and several other important development projects. He inaugurated the Luwangpokpa
Multi Sports Complex, the Rani Gaidinliu Park, and other important development projects. He also
addressed a public meeting at Luwangsangbam.

Addressing the enthusiastic gathering, the Prime Minister complimented the State Government for
the work done by it over the past one year.

He said the projects launched today are related to the aspirations and talent of the youth, their
employment, women empowerment and connectivity. He said the National Sports University is
being established, keeping in mind the talent and sporting capability of the youth in the North East.
He urged the youth of Manipur to take maximum advantage of the recently launched Khelo India
Initiative. He also complimented Manipur for its good performance in the recently concluded Khelo
India Games. He said the Multi Sports Complex would offer opportunities for training and
competitions.

The Prime Minister said Manipur has shown how sports can become a means of women
empowerment. He appreciated famous sportspersons of the State including Mirabai Chanu and
Sarita Devi. He also appreciated other initiatives for women empowerment taken by the State
Government. In this context, he also mentioned the 1000 Anganwadi Centers whose foundation
stone was laid today. He spoke about the recently launched National Nutrition Mission.

The Prime Minister said that the Union Government’s vision for the North East has been
‘Transformation by Transportation.’ The Prime Minister said that the North-East can be the New
Engine of India’s growth. He said the Government is addressing the special needs of the North
East to enable growth parity with the rest of the country. He remarked that he has himself visited
the North East more than 25 times in the last 4 years.

The Prime Minister said that the Central Government has given a huge thrust on improving the
infrastructure in the region. He spoke of initiatives taken for improving road and rail connectivity in
the region.

The Prime Minister appreciated the citizen-centric initiatives of the State Government, including for
structured interaction and resolution of public grievances.

The Prime Minister recalled that it was in April 1944, in Manipur, that Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose's INA gave the clarion call for freedom. He said that today Manipur has decided to play an
important role in the rise of a New India.
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What is child penalty in Economics?

Also known as the motherhood penalty, this refers to the adverse impact that giving birth to
children has on the wages earned by women. Childbirth causes women to take time off work and
make various other changes to their career choices, which in turn has a negative impact on their
long-term income. Thus childless women are generally found to earn more than women who have
children. The child penalty is considered by many to be the primary reason why women earn less
than men in the labour market.

 

The India-Japan economic relationship remains underwhelming in relation to strategic ties
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What is 'Beauty premium' in Economics?

This refers to the incremental income that people who are physically attractive earn when
compared to others who are considered less attractive. The beauty premium has been attributed
by researchers to a variety of reasons, including psychological biases that affect employer choices
while hiring workers. Workers and managers who are physically attractive may be considered
more honest and competent at work than others. Some researchers, however, have denied the
existence of the beauty premium in the labour market. They argue that wage differences can be
explained by factors other than physical beauty.

The India-Japan economic relationship remains underwhelming in relation to strategic ties
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What is 'Backstop resources theory' in Economics?

This theory states that as the demand for a resource that is in limited supply increases, it will kick
in a process that results in the exploitation of other alternative resources to meet human needs.
For instance, as the demand for oil increases even as its available supply decreases, this will
cause the price of oil to shoot up and push businesses to look for alternative sources of energy.
The theory implies that humans need not worry about running out of resources as prices will
always provide an incentive to tap into alternative resources and develop technology for efficient
use of these resources.

The India-Japan economic relationship remains underwhelming in relation to strategic ties
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Indian sign language dictionary released

It may have only 3,000 words, but it is the first step to a potentially huge resource for the country’s
50 lakh deaf citizens and almost 20 lakh people with speech disabilities. The country’s first sign
language dictionary, in the works for one and a half years, was launched by the Minister for Social
Justice and Empowerment Thaawarchand Gehlot on Tuesday.

The aim of developing the Indian Sign Language Dictionary was to remove communications
barriers between the deaf and hearing communities, said Mr. Gehlot. The dictionary, developed by
the Indian Sign Language Research and Training Centre, has subtitled videos depicting the
various signs. It includes legal, medical, academic and technical terms.
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‘First Indian Sign Language Dictionary of 3000 Words’ Launched
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment

‘First Indian Sign Language Dictionary of 3000 Words’
Launched

Posted On: 23 MAR 2018 11:55AM by PIB Delhi

“First Indian Sign Language Dictionary of 3000 words” was launched by Shri Thaawarchand
Gehlot, Union Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment at a function here today. The
dictionary has been developed by Indian Sign Language Research & Training Centre (ISLR&TC)
under Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities (DEPwD), M/o Social Justice &
Empowerment. Ministers of State for Social Justice and Empowerment Shri Krishan Pal Gujar and
Shri Ramdas Athwale and Shri Krishan Pal Gurjar were also present on the occasion. 

Addressing on the occasion, Shri Thaawarchand Gehlot said that the basic aim of developing the
ISL Dictionary is to remove communications barriers between the deaf and hearing communities
as it is focused on providing more information in Indian sign language. Its aim is to give Deaf
people the constitutional right to speech and opportunity of freedom of expression and also
bringing them into the main stream of the society. He said that soon many new words will be
added in this dictionary. The ISL dictionary has focused on providing more information in Indian
Sign Language. He hoped that more and more people use this dictionary and get the benefit of
learning Indian Sign Language.

ISLR&TC has been working on its dream project of developing the Indian Sign Language
Dictionary for last one and a half years. As per the census 2011, there are 50, 71,007 Deaf people
and 19, 98,535 with speech disability in India. ISLRTC, New Delhi realized the gravity of the
situation and issues being faced by the large number of Deaf people in common communication.

Therefore, ISLRTC has developed an ISL Dictionary for Deaf people and Hearing people, offering
them the maximum words to learn and expressing their feelings, ideas etc. ISL dictionary consists
of various categories of words for example legal terms, medical terms, academic terms, technical
terms and daily use words. The videos are subtitled.

The English and Hindi terms for the dictionary will also help deaf children to learn English. The ISL
dictionary consists of words of five categories:

Everyday Terms - This category includes terms that are used in everyday communication.
The videos contain the sign and the corresponding English term.

1.

 

Legal Terms – This category includes videos for 237 legal terms help explain complicated
legal terminology like “Affidavit”, “Acquittal”, etc. That are used in various legal situations.

1.

 

Academic Terms - To help deaf children understand complex academic concepts, the
academic dictionary contains explanations for terms like “Nervous System”, “Rotation” and
“Revolution”, etc. The words are from various subjects like Physics, Geography, Biology,
Maths, etc. This category contains 229 videos for 212 terms.

1.
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Medical Terms – This category includes 200 sign videos for 200 medical terms will help the
deaf community to better understand medical terminology used in hospitals and in medical
situations.

2.

 

Technical Terms - This category has 206 videos of sign and explanations in ISL for 204
technical terms that are used in vocational training or in computer courses.

1.

 

*****

Sanjay Kumar/jk/SJ&E/23.03.2018
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In Haryana, the making of an Indian brain template

New map: Dr. Pravat Mandal, centre, during a MRI scan at the National Brain Research Centre.   |
Photo Credit: The Hindu

At the National Brain Research Centre (NBRC) here, a group of scientists is preparing a one-of-
its-kind database of brain images that, when compiled together, could result in a so-called Indian
Brain Template (IBT).

This archetype, to be constructed from a composite of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scans
from 150 adult Indians, will likely include at least one person from every State and Union Territory,
and serve as a guide to neuroscientists and surgeons, who have so far based their knowledge of
intricate brain anatomy on Caucasian models.

Over the years, scientists from across the world have been pointing out that there are significant
variations in the location of key brain regions and the density of neurons in various brain areas
between racial types.

Drawing from this, several countries, including China, South Korea and Canada, have brain
templates of their population and it is time, say researchers, that India had one of its own, too.

“There are variations in the size, volume and location of certain brain regions in Indian populations
compared to, say, the Canadians,” said Pravat Mandal, a neuroscientist and project leader at the
National Brain Research Centre here.

Of the 150 healthy participants that they hope to recruit over the year, “about 40%,” according to
Dr. Mandal’s estimates, are expected to be scanned at the NBRC in the next two months.

“It’s a tough job recruiting and cajoling participants to spend 10 minutes inside an MRI scanner,
which is about the time required for a detailed scan,” he added.

By way of comparison, China’s template rests on a bank of about 1,000 volunteers and the
Canadian template (called the Montreal Neurological Institute template and a key reference point
in the field) is built on about 300 healthy volunteers.

The IBT is funded by the Department of Science and Technology. While other research groups in
India have attempted similar databases, none have aspired to the geographical and chronological
spread of participants envisaged by Professor Mandal’s initiative.

Naren Rao, a neuropsychiatrist at the Bengaluru-based National Institute of Mental Health and
Neurosciences (NIMHANS), and his colleagues had embarked on building an IBT. They, however,
had only 27 recruits, all from Aurangabad and this was, said Dr. Rao, “due to logistical
challenges.”

In that study of 17 men and 10 women — all certified as mentally fit by a neuropsychiatrist — it
emerged that Indian brains “significantly differed” in length and width, but not in their height, from
Caucasian brains, according to a 2016 report in Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging, a peer-
reviewed journal. “They were smaller but that doesn’t mean Indians have lesser intelligence,” Dr.
Rao clarified to The Hindu in a phone conversation.

While the comparison of brain sizes among people of various ethnicities was an obsession of the
19th century physiology, contemporary researchers are keener on variations in the innards of the
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brain and whether it could hold clues to neuropsychiatric diseases.

Dr. Mandal, who has completed a few scans in the course of the IBT project, said that while it’s
early to say if there’s anything typical about Indian brains, a key factor that he will be looking out
for is the quantity of a molecule called glutathione, an antioxidant known to help repair cell
damage. Dr. Mandal avers that reduced glutathione concentrations in the parietal cortical region
— near the back of the brain near where the skull bulges — may help predict Alzheimer’s disease.

“We will be looking at glutathione concentrations and how they vary with age in the people we
study,” he added. The other outstanding question, said Dr. Rao, would be to establish if the brain
variation within Indians, given the country’s complex history of migrations, was greater than among
other countries.

Perkin discovered the first synthetic dye, known as mauveine.
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Terms of separation

“Don’t say, ‘Who is he? Who is he?’ Say, ‘He is one of us. He is one of us.’” This excerpt from a
popular vachana (a saying in verse form) of Basava, which views the Lingayat community as a
boundless entity where there is no outsider, offers a glimpse of the radical theology of Lingayat
dharma, which he founded in the 12th century. In another vachana of his, shedding “disgust”
towards “others” is held out as a moral imperative alongside other foundational ones that forbid
theft, murder, lies and slander for attaining inner and outer purity (shuddhi).

The Lingayats evolved elaborate rituals to mark the distinctiveness of their dharma from the
Brahminical, Jaina and folk faiths existing at that time. Composed by men and women from all
“castes” (or occupational backgrounds), the extensive body of vachanas are in Kannada, not
Sanskrit. They elevate labour to a spiritual ideal and emphasise the equal worth of different kinds
of work. They reject temple worship and forbid animal sacrifice. The Lingayats are strict
vegetarians. They have their own priests to officiate over ceremonies, their own cooks. They don’t
cremate the dead, but bury them. These are but a few ways in which they have fashioned their
distinct theology and ritual life.

It is not the job of a government to create a religion: Karnataka MP Shobha Karandlaje

The scholar M.M. Kalburgi, who was assassinated in 2015, took great pains to establish the
separateness of Lingayat dharma from Hinduism. Denying such a separation, other scholars like
Chidananda Murthy have argued how the concept of shoonya (nothingness) and the idea of the
body in Lingayat theology derive, respectively, from the Upanishads and from older discussions of
yoga. But using the latter as evidence for viewing Lingayat dharma as a sub-component of
Hinduism would be anachronistic as those texts came to be viewed as “Hindu” texts many
centuries later. Further, the creative transformation of borrowed notions needs independent
attention.

Since its founding in the 12th century, Lingayat dharma spread across Karnataka and parts of
Maharashtra and Telangana. Unfortunately, historical research on the efforts of the dozens of
mathas in acquiring new converts to the Lingayat faith and, more generally, functioning as moral
authorities in their regions has been scanty. The conversion (linga deekshe) of individuals into the
Lingayat faith continues to happen in mathas, albeit with reduced frequency.

The Lingayats were recorded as a caste within the Hindu religion for the first time in the 1881
census done in Mysore state. Their request to be classified as a separate religion instead was
turned down at the time the Indian Constitution was being finalised. The rationale: How can
Shaivites not be Hindu? Still, the idea that Lingayat dharma was a distinct religion stayed alive in
scholarly and public discussions.

In 2013, the All India Veerashaiva Mahasabha, the umbrella caste association founded in the early
20th century, had taken the old request to the Manmohan Singh government. The Ministry of
Home Affairs turned it down noting that Lingayats were indeed Hindu. It is comical that the Ministry
had based its decision on the views of 19th century British officials like C.P. Brown and Edgar
Thurston!

At a large Lingayat rally in Bidar last July, when Chief Minister Siddaramaiah was asked to help
recognise the Lingayat dharma as a separate religion, he offered to consider the request. Half a
dozen massive rallies followed up on that demand in different parts of North Karnataka. Heads of
several Lingayat mathas and a few prominent Lingayat politicians from the Congress and the
Janata Dal (Secular) took the lead in mobilising the grassroots support.
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Reflecting the changed nature of Lingayat mobilisation, the six-member Nagamohan Das
committee, which was constituted three months ago, views Lingayats and those who believe in
Basava’s philosophy as belonging to a separate religion. The latter criterion is an opening offered
to Veerashaivas who are clubbed with Lingayats in official documents despite their theological
differences with the latter. The Siddaramaiah government has now asked the Centre to endorse
the committee’s view that Lingayats form a separate religion.

The five Veerashaiva mathas, which predate Basava, revere Renukacharya more than Basava,
and cherish scriptural texts which, unlike the Lingayat texts, are said to be accommodative of
Vedic rituals. The Veerashaivas, who form a tenth of the total Lingayat population, are also known
to discriminate against the Lingayats in marriage relations and other civil matters. Indeed, a few
Lingayat swamis accuse the Veerashaiva mathas of bringing in caste and gender inequalities,
temple worship and other practices inside a dharma that explicitly rejected them.

The Veerashaiva responses to the recent events have varied from a disavowal of the need to
become a separate religion to the religion being termed “Veerashaiva-Lingayat.”

Termed “a dominant caste” in social science scholarship, the Lingayats are about 13% of the
State’s population of nearly 6.5 crore. At present, 47 of the 224 MLAs are Lingayats. Electorally
significant in about a hundred Assembly constituencies, the Lingayat community matters in
elections.

In 2011, the then Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government in Karnataka declared Basava
Jayanthi as a State holiday. And, last year, the Congress government mandated that a portrait of
Basava adorn the walls of all government offices.

After being solidly behind the Congress until the mid-1970s, the Lingayats moved towards the
Janata Party when Chief Minister Devaraj Urs began to sideline the dominant castes within the
party. After the JD(S) became the more successful inheritor of the Janata Party under the
leadership of H.D. Deve Gowda, a Vokkaliga, they gravitated, in the late-1990s, towards the BJP
under B.S. Yeddyurappa, a Lingayat.

During Mr. Yeddyurappa’s two years away from the BJP, after he formed a separate party, the
Karnataka Janata Paksha, in 2012, the loss of Lingayat support badly hurt the BJP’s performance
in several constituencies in the 2013 State Assembly elections.

Since the Lingayat support is decisive for the BJP’s electoral fortunes in Karnataka, the party’s
alarm about the Lingayats pulling away from Hinduism is real. But thwarting their wish to be a
separate religion is not an easy option for the BJP. While the party’s spin doctors work overtime to
blame the Congress for “dividing Hindus”, Mr. Yeddyurappa, the BJP’s projected chief ministerial
candidate, has offered to go along with whatever the All India Veerashaiva Mahasabha decides
vis-à-vis the separate religion status for Lingayats. Indeed, he was among the signatories to the
2013 petition that the Centre had turned down.

With the recent consolidation of the Lingayat vote behind the BJP, the Congress as well as the
JD(S) are keen to re-establish a support base among them. While the Siddaramaiah government’s
support for recognising Lingayats as a separate religious group cannot be seen outside of that
strategy, it cannot have come in the absence of an already existing wish for it among them. The
Lingayat swamis, in fact, were quick to express gratitude to Mr. Siddaramaiah for honouring their
request.

A minority religion status does mean financial gain for the Lingayat mathas which run dozens of
higher education institutions. But this factor cannot fully explain their struggle. The speeches,
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articles and interviews of Lingayat swamis bespeak a genuine concern about not letting the
distinctive Basava philosophy be subsumed under “a sanatana Hindu dharma.” Concerns about
how contemporary Lingayat culture has made space for casteism and other practices abhorrent to
its founding philosophy are also seen. The present controversy asks the Lingayats to re-examine
their relationship with their rich moral tradition. Media discussions have served us poorly by
keeping the focus on political motives and electoral gain. The episode in question offers a precious
moment for self-introspection too: what makes my community different? What lies behind the
rituals at home? Why were my grandparents named that way?

Chandan Gowda teaches at Azim Premji University, Bengaluru
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In Bad Faith

Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Brahmin, Dalit, Sunni, Shia, and so on and so forth — has not religion
already divided humans enough? Has not this sickening segregation between man and man led to
enough inhumanities? Why, then, boost claims for further polarisation? This is what I felt on
reading what some others had to say on the Lingayats’ claim to “separate religion” status. A
religion can have any number of theological divisions; indeed all of them have. Our Constitution
takes cognisance of and accommodates this ground reality when it speaks of “every religious
denomination or any section thereof” in Article 26 and of “any section of citizens” in Article 29. But
does it also sanction widening of this disgusting schism? Not, as per my reading.

Pluralism within the broad Hindu religion is basically different from sectarian diversity in dogmatic
religions like Islam and Christianity. Various sects of those faiths look down upon each other as a
deviation from or distortion of true faith, but this is not the case with Hinduism. There is no tradition
of takfir (verdict of heresy) in Hinduism, which is an exceptionally inclusive belief system. The
Supreme Court had once observed that “we find it difficult if not impossible to define Hindu religion
or even adequately describe it. Unlike other religions, the Hindu religion does not claim any one
prophet; it does not worship any one God; it does not subscribe to any one dogma; it does not
believe in any one philosophical concept; it does not follow any one set of religious rites and
performance; in fact, it does not appear to satisfy the narrow traditional features of any religion or
creed.” (Yagnapurushadji, 1966).

Continuing the argument, the court echoed a historical truth: “Development of Hindu religion
shows that from time to time saints and reformers attempted to remove from Hindu thought and
practices elements of corruption and superstition and revolted against dominance of rituals and
power of priestly class; and that led to formation of different sects. In the teachings of these saints
and reformers is noticeable a certain amount of divergence, but under that divergence lie broad
concepts which can be treated as basic and there is a kind of subtle indescribable unity which
keeps them within the sweep of broad Hindu religion.”

Pursuing this logic, several distinct religious sects have been declared by the court as internal
divisions within Hindu religion — followers of Anand Marg, Swaminarayana Satsang,
Madhavacharya, Ramanuja, Sri Aurobindo and Ramakrishna Mission among them (Lakshmindra
1954, Chinnama 1964, Yagnapurushadji 1966, SP Mittal 1983, Jagdishwaranand 1984). The
Lingayats and Veerashaivas — members of a reformist cult founded in South India by the 12th
century religious philosopher Basavanna — cannot stand on a different footing. All the four Hindu
law Acts of 1955-56 do list them as “forms and developments” of Hindu religion.

The case of Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism is different: Their identity as independent religions is
well established in the society, and in law. The impression that under the Constitution and codified
Hindu law, followers of these “Indic religions are considered as Hindus” emanates from a gross
misreading of both these sources. Resulting from a faulty and unmindful drafting of both, it cannot
be seen as true intention of legislature.

The Constitution empowers the state to remove caste-based restrictions on entry into Hindu
temples, suffixing a clarification that this power shall extend also to Buddhist, Jain and Sikh
shrines — Article 25 (2) & Explanation II. By no dint of imagination can this provision be
interpreted to mean that these three religious groups are part of the Hindu community. The four
Hindu-law Acts of 1955-56 do not include them among the “forms and developments” of Hinduism
and mention them separately, besides Hinduism. They apply to four religious communities — the
word “Hindu” has been used in their titles and provisions for the sake of precision, since Hindus
are the largest group among the communities governed by these laws.
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Treating Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism as variations of Hinduism is historically wrong and legally
untenable, but so is advocacy of a “separate religion” tag for Lingayats. The Constitution concedes
autonomy to all sections within every religious denomination but not the right to claim standalone
status. If smaller sects in other religions — Theravada Buddhists, Terapanthi Jains, Namdhari
Sikhs, Ismaili Bohra Muslims, Presbyterian Christians, to name a few — cannot lay claim to the
status of independent religions detached from their roots, nor can the Lingayats and
Veerashaivas. Obnoxious sectarianism is already at its height in all religions, let us not give it a
fillip.
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